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INTRODUCTION
INSTRUCTING

Whatever the size of your organization, a big part of an

EXTERNAL

dealt with in-house, or whether external counsel should be

COUNSEL

in-house lawyer’s job is to assess whether a probem can be
instructed.
When choosing external counsel, in-house lawyers need to
look at performance indicators like price and reputation,
but also want to get a personal feel for the solicitor they are
instructing and how they work.

COMMON PROBLEMS
When it comes to instructing the right external lawyer many of our clients have the same
concerns:
•

“I need a commercial risk assessment, not a summary of the law. How can I find external
counsel with a commercial mindset?”

•

“The bill often looks nothing like the estimate. I need external counsel to offer fixed fees
and stick to them. Otherwise I need to keep going back to my business colleagues to up
the budget.”

•

“The partner who I initially spoke to had the right experience, but when I instructed the
firm, it was a newly qualified associate who did the work. She was smart but she had no
idea about market practice.”

You need:
A commercially minded
experienced lawyer who actually
does the work him or herself.
Tailored advice that fits your
commercial query, not just an
overview of the law.
A few options, so you can compare
their profiles, experience and fee
quotes.
Fixed fees at reasonable rates.

Lexoo is the solution.
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WHAT IS LEXOO?
Lexoo is a London based LegalTech company, aiming to take
law into the 21st century.
Lexoo provides a legal tendering platform where businesses
quickly get three to four competitive quotes from a panel of
trusted lawyers, all vetted and interviewed by Lexoo’s team.
Lexoo loves lawyers who:
•

Work on a low-overhead basis, having left big firms
and gone on to form boutique practices, or act as sole
practitioners;

•

Provide advice on which action to take, not just explain
the law; and

•

Offer fixed quotes whenever possible so that businesses
can properly budget for work.

AS SEEN IN
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HOW DOES LEXOO WORK?
After submitting a job through Lexoo:
11. We will invite three to four hand picked senior lawyers with the required expertise to
quote.
22. You’ll receive the quotes via email, including reviews and an overview of the lawyer’s
expertise.
33. You can decide if you’d like to have an initial chat with any of the lawyers (but there is
never any obligation to instruct them).

BENEFITS
FORMER CITY LAWYERS - We have over 200

HIGHEST RANKED LAW FIRMS - Need a larger

former City lawyers on our panel who work

team or brand name firm? Lexoo works with

independently or through a boutique firm.

some of the top firms in London.

COMPETITIVE RATES - Our lawyers know

MULTIPLE QUOTES - You receive multiple

they are competing for your work and are

quotes within two business days.

incentivised to offer fixed quotes.
TRUSTED LAWYERS - Lexoo actively screens

FREE TO USE - Lexoo doesn’t cost you

all lawyers, we say ‘no’ to the majority of

anything to use. Lexoo pays its bills by

lawyers who apply to join.

charging the lawyers a small marketing fee.
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TYPICAL LEXOO LAWYERS
Lawyers are selected for our platform on an invitation-only basis. Lawyers are screened very closely
to be sure they have the right experience and we reject over half of the applications we receive.
We interview each lawyer on the platform and look closely at where they trained, their specialism
and where they have practiced. We also check with the Solicitors Regulation Authority to make
sure they have a “clean regulatory bill of health” and have professional indemnity insurance.
We have vetted large firms, boutique firms and independent practitioners, so that we can always
request the right sized firm to quote.

ADAM
Sole practitioner
Adam specialises in commercial contracts
and intellectual property. Adam started
his career at Reed Smith. After that he
worked at Dyson as their sole commercial
and intellectual property lawyer, before
spending seven years at Orange.
Adam now runs his own practice, working
on a lower overhead basis and typically
quoting fixed fees.
Request a quote from Adam.

Our lawyers cover a variety of
specialist areas. Often having

Our goal is to give enterprises access to the specialist legal

left large City firms, they use

advice they need. We have screened over 200 lawyers that we

Lexoo to find clients who

can match against a company’s particular needs.

need their expertise.
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DAVID
Boutique firm
David started his career at Allen & Overy LLP where
he worked on large corporate and private equity
transactions. David then worked as deputy general
counsel of an international company before founding
a boutique corporate firm, working on a low-overhead
basis.
David has worked on many corporate, banking and
finance transactions with the majority of transactions
relating

to

international

share

acquisitions,

joint

ventures and real estate and oil financings.
Request a quote from David.

AMY
Sole practitioner
Amy qualified as a solicitor in 2007 and then spent
seven years working as an employment lawyer at CMS
Cameron McKenna, where she also spend time on
secondment to Deutsche Bank’s legal and HR team.
Amy then started her own boutique employment law
firm, working more flexibly and on a lower overhead
basis.
Amy’s experience covers a wide range of employment
law and HR practice, including advice on contentious
and non-contentious matters for national and multinational

companies,

smaller

organisations

and

individuals. Amy also holds a public appointment as a
Lay Auditor of maternity services in London.
Request a quote from Amy.
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CASE STUDY: ARCONTECH
Sarah Wisbey, Administrative Director at
Arcontech was looking for a commercial

The client:

property lawyer to advise her on the

Arcontech Group plc is a London

company’s lease of a new office building:

based company, engaged in
the development and sale of

“We were planning on moving office, so I

proprietary software. Arcontech

needed to instruct a lawyer to act on our

is listed on the London Stock

behalf to negotiate the lease of our new

Exchange (AIM).

premises. Because cost certainty was
important to us, I was looking for fixed fee
quotes I could rely on. More specifically, I was
looking for an experienced and specialised
property solicitor, who wouldn›t charge large
City firm rates.
I placed an enquiry on Lexoo, including a
brief overview of our legal matter and the
draft Heads of Terms for the new lease.
Very quickly I received detailed quotes from
three commercial property specialists. I was
impressed with each lawyer’s credentials and
felt confident that I would be in safe hands
whichever practitioner I chose.”

“I was attracted by the personal service
that John offered. Had I gone to a City
firm, I’m sure I wouldn’t have had a partner
on the end of the phone doing the hands
on work. John went above and beyond
and provided a top notch and top quality
service. We were extremely pleased and
highly recommend his services to anyone.”

HOW DOES
ARCONTECH BENEFIT
BY USING LEXOO?
Lexoo enabled Arcontech to obtain City

Arcontech chose to instruct John, now based

quality advice at highly competitive fixed

in Newcastle, who offered over 20 years’

rates. Negotiating an office lease does

experience in commercial property including

not require a large team, but it does

previous posts at a top international law firm

require expertise. By using Lexoo, Sarah

and as a director at a top 100 UK law firm.

was connected with an experienced ex
City lawyer who is currently working on a

Despite his many years’ experience, his fixed

much lower overhead basis, saving over

fee quote was extremely competitive.

50% compared to hiring a larger firm.
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OUR TEAM
Lexoo was founded by former De Brauw
senior associate Daniel van Binsbergen.
Daniel worked in De Brauw’s London
office for a number of years and often
found himself recommending UK firms
for international clients.
Today Lexoo’s team is a happy mix of
former lawyers (ex A&O, Norton Rose
Fulbright, King Wood & Mallesons, and
De Brauw) and software engineers (ex
BBC).

During my time in practice, it struck me
that simply referring clients to large firms
with whom we had relationships, did
not always solve the client’s problem.
Although sometimes international clients
did need a Chambers’ ranked firm, at other
times a boutique firm founded by former
magic circle lawyers was clearly a better fit.
Over the years, I built a deep network of
trusted UK lawyers which became the
basis for Lexoo’s panel today.
- Daniel van Binsbergen
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KEY FACTS
ABOUT US
Over 200 individually vetted lawyers
on the platform
6000+ businesses served
Phone: 02036371323
Email:
team@lexoo.co.uk
Financial
Times Innovation

in 2015www.lexoo.co.uk
Website:

to Watch

Contact us today to get
access to our panel of
experienced lawyers
Phone: +44)0(2036371323
Web: www.lexoo.co.uk
Email: team@lexoo.co.uk
Or request quotes here.

